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Abstract
It is commonly believed that human perceptual experiences can be, and usually are, 
multimodal. What is more, a stronger thesis is often proposed that some percep‑
tual multimodal characters cannot be described simply as a conjunction of unimodal 
phenomenal elements. If it is the case, then a question arises: what is the additional 
mode of combination that is required to adequately describe the phenomenal struc‑
ture of multimodal experiences? The paper investigates what types of audio–visual 
experiences have phenomenal character that cannot be analysed as a mere conjunc‑
tion of visual and auditory elements; and how can we properly characterise the 
required, additional mode of perceptual combination. Three main modes of combi‑
nation are considered: (a) instantiation, (b) parthood, and (c) grouping. It is argued 
that some phenomena involving intermodal relations, like spatial and temporal 
ventriloquism, can be analysed in terms of audio–visual, perceptual grouping. On 
the other hand, cases of intermodal binding need a different treatment. Experiences 
involving audio–visual binding should be analysed as experiences presenting objects 
or events which instantiate, or which have a proper part instantiating, both visually 
and auditorily determined properties.

Keywords Perception · Multimodal · Vision · Audition · Binding · Intermodal · 
Perceptual objects · Instantiation · Parthood · Grouping

In contemporary philosophy of perception, it is commonly believed that human 
perceptual experiences can be, and usually are, multimodal (see Briscoe 2016; 
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Macpherson 2011; O’Callaghan 2012). It seems plausible that within the same con‑
scious episode we may see something, for example a tree in a park, hear something, 
for instance passing cars, and smell something, like bread from a nearby bakery.1 In 
more technical terms, it can be stated that the phenomenal character of perceptual 
experiences is often a combination of various unimodal phenomenal elements.

What is more, a stronger thesis is often proposed that perceptual phenomenal 
character not only is commonly multimodal, but at least some perceptual mul‑
timodal characters cannot be described simply as a conjunction of unimodal phe‑
nomenal elements (e.g., Kubovy and Schutz 2010; O’Callaghan 2015a; Richardson 
2014; Stevenson 2000). Common examples are experiences involving “intermodal 
binding”.2 Such experiences present something as associated with phenomenal ele‑
ments related to different perceptual modalities. For instance, one can have an expe‑
rience as of a dog that looks a certain way and also barks. An initial idea may be to 
analyse such an experience as a mere conjunction of visual and auditory elements 
by claiming that (a) it visually presents that something is a dog and (b) it auditorily 
presents that something barks. However, such an analysis does not allow us to dif‑
ferentiate the phenomenal character of this experience from the phenomenal char‑
acter of an experience which presents a distinct combination of the same elements 
(i.e., a visually presented dog and an auditorily presented barking). In particular, the 
same analysis in terms of a conjunction (that something looks like a dog and that 
something barks) can also be applied to an experience as of two dogs: one visible 
and silent and a second barking dog. This experience seems to be phenomenally dif‑
ferent from an experience presenting a single barking dog despite the fact that the 
involved auditory and visual elements may be the same.

If it is the case that not every multimodal phenomenal character can be analysed 
as a conjunction of unimodal elements, such as in the above audio–visual example, 
then we should investigate what mode of combination is proper in such cases. Let’s 
again consider the case of an experience presenting a barking dog. For instance, one 
may propose that what is presented in such an experience is a single object possess‑
ing, or technically speaking ‘instantiating’, visual and auditory properties (e.g., the 
‘being a dog’ property and the ‘producing a barking sound’ property). However, this 
is not the only available option. Another idea may be to interpret such an experi‑
ence not in terms of a subject and properties, but in mereological terms of parts 
and wholes. In this case, what is presented is a whole that has a visual part and an 
auditory part (e.g., a dog part and a barking part). Yet another approach would be to 
apply the notion of perceptual grouping. From this perspective, what the considered 

2 In the philosophical and empirical literature there is no convention governing the use of terms such as 
‘multimodal’, ‘intermodal’, ‘multisensory’, or ‘cross‑modal’. Here, I use ‘multimodal’ to cover all expe‑
riences that involve elements related to more than one modality, and ‘intermodal binding’ and ‘inter‑
modal relations’ to refer to two more specific phenomena that are present in some multimodal experi‑
ences (in this I follow O’Callaghan, whose works are frequently referred to in this paper, for instance see 
O’Callaghan 2016).

1 However, see Spence and Bayne (2014) for an alternative interpretation that such conscious episodes 
may be in fact a series of short‑lived unimodal experiences.
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experience presents should be described as a group with visual and auditory ele‑
ments (e.g., a dog and a sound).

Such various modes of perceptual combination differ in terms of the perceptual 
capacities required for applying them in organising the structure of an experience. 
For example, representing edges between spatially and/or temporally connected ele‑
ments is crucial for part‑perception, while to achieve perceptual grouping it is more 
important to recognise similarity relations between spatially or temporally disjoint 
items (see Elder and Goldberg 2002; Hoffman and Richards 1984; Palmer and Rock 
1994; Xu and Singh 2002).

The goal of this paper is to investigate the following questions: (a) what types 
of audio–visual experiences have phenomenal character that cannot be analysed as 
a mere conjunction of visual and auditory elements; and (b) how can we properly 
characterise the required, additional mode of perceptual combination? I focus on 
audio–visual experiences, as there is a rich empirical literature which may help to 
determine the proper mode of combination and there are already interesting philo‑
sophical proposals regarding audio–visual consciousness that can serve as a basis 
for a discussion (e.g., O’Callaghan 2014b, 2015a, b; Macpherson 2011; Matthen 
2010). Relying on obtained results, further investigation may reveal whether the 
same modes of combination are also applicable in cases of multimodal experiences 
combining elements related to different modalities.

The paper starts by introducing the notion of ‘conjunctive multimodality’ and 
discusses types of phenomena whose occurrence entail that some experiences are 
not conjunctively multimodal (Sect. 1). Subsequently (Sect. 2), it is argued that not 
all audio–visual experiences are conjunctively multimodal due to the presence of 
intermodal relations and intermodal binding. In Sect. 3, I present several perceptual 
modes of combination that may be useful in analysing the phenomenal character of 
audio–visual experiences that are not conjunctively multimodal. Finally, in Sects. 4, 
5, and 6, I analyse, by referring to the described modes of combination, how the 
phenomenal character of audio–visual experiences involving intermodal relations 
and intermodal binding can be described using the notions of instantiation, part‑
hood, and grouping.

1  Conjunctive multimodality and beyond

I assume that there exist human multimodal perceptual experiences, including 
audio–visual ones, whose phenomenal character can be described as a conjunction 
of unimodal phenomenal elements. Furthermore, I believe that such conjunctive 
multimodality is properly grasped by the notion of minimal multimodality presented 
by O’Callaghan (2015b: p. 560):

(Minimal Multimodality) The phenomenal character of each perceptual epi-
sode is exhausted by that which could be instantiated by a corresponding 
merely visual, merely auditory, merely tactual, merely gustatory, or merely 
olfactory experience, plus whatever accrues thanks to simple co‑conscious-
ness.
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 Later, I refer to phenomenal character that could be instantiated by a correspond-
ing merely visual experience using the term “visual elements of an experience”, and 
analogously to phenomenal character that could be instantiated by a correspond-
ing merely auditory experience with the term “auditory elements of an experience”. 
While O’Callaghan’s characterization of minimal multimodality concerns more 
modalities than just vision and audition, its scope can easily be restricted to fit the 
topic of the paper simply by removing elements that do not refer to the two consid‑
ered senses (see the definition of Conjunctive Multimodality on p. 5).

According to the notion of minimal multimodality, the phenomenal character of a 
multimodal experience is nothing more than a co‑occurrence of unimodal phenom‑
enal elements related to all modalities contributing to this experience. This mode 
of combination can be represented as a logical conjunction of elements associated 
with various modalities. The only additional aspects are those that arise merely due 
to the co‑occurrence of unimodal elements. For instance, when having a multimodal 
experience one may also have an additional feeling of unity arising from the fact that 
different unimodal elements occur together within a single conscious episode (e.g., 
Bayne 2008; Macpherson 2011; Tye 2003).

The notion of minimal multimodality is able to accommodate the existence of 
common sensibles, i.e. properties that can be experienced using more than one 
modality (Tye 2007). For example, one may have an experience in which a square 
shape is presented both by visual and tactile modality without additionally experi‑
encing that both modalities present the shape of the same object. Such a case can be 
analysed in conjunctive terms because visual squareness and tactile squareness can 
be treated as phenomenally distinct, co‑occurring elements of an experience.

By adopting the notion of minimal multimodality, I treat all experiences involv‑
ing at least two phenomenal elements associated with different modalities as multi‑
modal experiences. Some authors postulate a more restricted notion of multimodal 
experiences according to which genuine multimodality requires that the elements 
associated with various modalities are fused into a single, multimodal element (see 
Connolly 2014; Fulkerson 2014 for discussion of this topic). However, in this paper 
I use a broader notion presented in the definition of Minimal Multimodality.

By using the resources provided by the notion of minimal multimodality, we may 
define what it means for an audio–visual experience to be conjunctively multimodal:

(Conjunctive Multimodality) An audio‑visual perceptual experience is con-
junctively multimodal if and only if its phenomenal character is exhausted by 
that which could be instantiated by a corresponding merely visual and merely 
auditory experience, plus whatever accrues thanks to simple co‑consciousness.

In the philosophical literature, there are two main ideas concerning phenomena 
whose occurrence would entail that there are multimodal experiences that are not 
conjunctively multimodal.3 The first such postulated type of phenomena is the 

3 There are also other ideas, for instance concerning intermodal completion (O’Callaghan 2015a, b; see 
also Spence and Bayne 2014), but it is less plausible that such phenomena actually occur in human per‑
ceptual experiences.
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presence of spatial or temporal intermodal relations, understood as relations that 
connect elements associated with different modalities (Briscoe 2017; O’Callaghan 
2014a, 2015a; Richardson 2014). Let’s consider two multimodal experiences involv‑
ing elements A and B, associated with different modalities. In the case of the first 
experience, A is presented as positioned on the left of B within an egocentric frame 
of reference, and in the second experience the situation is reversed, such that A is 
presented as located on the right of B. The difference between the phenomenal char‑
acters of such experiences cannot be expressed by referring solely to the conjunctive 
mode of combination. This is because in each case the conjunction will be the same: 
A and B. In consequence, if audio–visual experiences present such intermodal rela‑
tions between visual and auditory elements, then not all audio–visual experiences 
are conjunctively multimodal and some additional mode of combination has to be 
introduced.

One may try to resist the above conclusion by stating that elements associated 
with different modalities cannot co‑occur within an experience without standing in 
some spatial and temporal relation, and so the notion of conjunctive multimodality 
already accommodates the presence of intermodal relations. According to this view, 
intermodal relations constitute that which accrues thanks to simple co‑conscious-
ness, as stated in definitions of Minimal Multimodality and Conjunctive Multimodal-
ity. However, such a statement concerning the connection between co‑occurrence 
and spatiotemporal intermodal relations is too strong. In particular, it seems possible 
to have a multimodal experience in which some elements associated with different 
modalities are presented as temporally co‑occurring, while not being able to recog‑
nise the spatial relations between those elements. Even if such experiences are rare, 
their possibility is sufficient to demonstrate that multimodal co‑occurrence does not 
entail the presence of spatial intermodal relations.

An analogous point can be made in the case of temporal intermodal relations if 
one accepts that a single perceptual experience does not have to be an experience 
as of an instantaneous moment without any temporal extension (see Arstila 2018; 
Benovsky 2013; Power 2012 for a discussion). In the case of experiences presenting 
only instantaneous moments, the co‑occurrence of elements associated with different 
modalities indeed seems to entail that they stand in a temporal relation of intermodal 
synchrony. However, if a single experience can be an experience presenting some 
time‑period, then it is possible to have an experience of multimodal co‑occurrence 
without being able to recognise the temporal order of elements associated with dif‑
ferent modalities. In fact, the lack of certainty concerning temporal order is a well‑
recognised phenomenon in the case of unimodal auditory and visual experiences 
(e.g., Block and Gruber 2013; Kanabuse et al. 2002; Warren and Obusek 1972) as 
well as in the case of multimodal, audio–visual experiences (Vatakis and Spence 
2007). It has been observed that people have difficulty recognising which stimulus 
was presented earlier and which later if presentation time is short and the stimuli 
are complex. Furthermore, robust effects concerning uncertainty of temporal order 
have been obtained by using continuous multimodal stimuli, like a speech recording 
desynchronized with a video of a talking person. (Vatakis and Spence 2006).

The second type of phenomena whose occurrence is incompatible with the the‑
sis that all multimodal experiences are conjunctively multimodal is intermodal, 
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or cross‑modal, binding (Briscoe 2017; Clark 2001; Kubovy and Schutz 2010; 
Kubovy and Yu 2012; Macpherson 2011; O’Callaghan 2006, 2008, 2011, 2012, 
2014a, 2015a, b, 2016, 2017). Multimodal experiences involving intermodal 
binding are those that present a single entity, usually an object or an event, as 
combined with elements associated with different modalities. The term ‘binding’ 
may suggest that the visual and auditory elements are properties instantiated by 
some subject. It also has a specific meaning in psychological and neuroscientific 
works, where it does not primarily concern the structure of experiences but rather 
the mechanisms responsible for combining data about separately processed fea‑
tures (e.g., Holcombe and Cavanagh 2001; Usher and Donnelly 1998). However, 
for the moment I use ‘binding’ in a neutral way, following a general philosophical 
intuition that it describes situations in which elements associated with different 
modalities are experienced as somehow combined within a single object or event. 
Later, in Sects. 5 and 6, I analyse how intermodal binding should be understood, 
for instance whether it should be characterised in terms of instantiation, parthood 
relation, or perceptual grouping.

For instance, it seems that one may have an experience of a ball hitting a sur‑
face involving visual elements (like a ball and a surface) and auditory elements 
(like a sound generated by the impact). However, it seems the same elements can 
also occur in a different experience that does not involve intermodal binding even 
if it may involve some intermodal relations. For example, one may visually expe‑
rience a ball hitting a surface and auditorily experience an impact sound without 
experiencing them as belonging to the same event. If one believes that such dif‑
ferences between experiences are possible in the case of human perception, then 
the thesis that all multimodal experiences are conjunctively multimodal has to be 
rejected. As in the case of intermodal relations, the analysis made in conjunctive 
terms cannot express a difference between the structures of the above experiences 
because in each of them the conjunction will be the same: visually experienced 
ball hitting a surface and auditorily experienced impact sound. Again, the insuf‑
ficiency of conjunctive analysis suggests that an additional mode of combination 
should be postulated.

As shown above, the thesis that not all multimodal experiences are conjunc‑
tively multimodal is entailed by the presence of intermodal binding and by the 
presence of intermodal relations. Despite this similarity, it should be noted that 
they are different phenomena, as not every experience presenting some inter‑
modal relations is also an experience involving intermodal binding. This is 
because elements associated with different modalities may be experienced as 
spatiotemporally related without being experienced as bound with a single object 
or event. Referring to the above example, a ball hitting a surface and an impact 
sound may be experienced as standing in some spatiotemporal relation without 
also being experienced as related to the same event.

In the next section, I characterise more precisely phenomena that are plausible 
candidates for involving audio–visual intermodal relations and audio–visual inter‑
modal binding. I argue that both intermodal relations and intermodal binding occur 
in the case of human audio–visual experiences and that not all such experiences are 
conjunctively multimodal.
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2  Audio–visual binding and audio–visual relations

It seems very intuitive that visual experiences present objects as being bound with 
many properties simultaneously. For instance, we may have an experience presenting 
an object as being square and red. Furthermore, we may have visual experiences that 
present the same properties and differ only in how the presented elements are com‑
bined. For example, an experience as of a red square and a green triangle is clearly 
different from an experience as of a green square and a red triangle. This observa‑
tion has motivated a belief that the phenomenal character of visual states cannot be 
analysed simply as a conjunction of elements because then the phenomenology of 
two above‑mentioned experiences could not be distinguished (see Clark 2004). This 
is because no matter whether an experience presents (a) a red square and a green tri‑
angle or (a) a green square and a red triangle, the conjunctive description would be 
the same: object1 and object2 and red and green and square and triangular.

It is plausible that an analogous binding occurs in the case of audio–visual expe‑
riences, and so not all of them can be analysed conjunctively. In particular, it seems 
commonly the case that we experience a single object or event as having a certain 
look and simultaneously as making a sound. In psychological works such experi‑
ences are characterised as involving a phenomenal fusion of elements associated 
with distinct modalities or as giving the impression of a common origin (see Ber‑
telson 1999; Radeau and Bertelson 1977).4 Sometimes cases of such intermodal 
binding are illusory. For instance (O’Callaghan 2012, 2015a), when participating 
in a ventriloquist performance we may have an experience as of a speaking pup‑
pet, and when watching a movie it seems to us that people on a screen are speaking 
even if in fact sounds are coming from nearby speakers (see Chen and Spence 2017; 
Deroy et  al. 2016; Jordan et  al. 2010; Kubovy and Schutz 2010; Kubovy and Yu 
2012; O’Callaghan 2017; Vatakis and Spence 2007 for discussion concerning spa‑
tiotemporal and other possible factors that lead to such illusory cases of binding). It 
seems that such examples of audio–visual intermodal binding demonstrate that not 
all audio–visual experiences are conjunctively multimodal. This is because they pre‑
sent not only that some visual and auditory elements co‑occur but additionally that 
they are related to the same object or event. For instance, if while watching a movie 
a proper synchronization between visual and auditory stimuli is not achieved, then 
while the same visual and auditory elements can be experienced, they are no longer 
experienced as associated with the same speaking‑event.

Furthermore, it has been shown that similar experimental results are obtained both 
in cases of audio–visual binding and in unimodal visual binding (see O’Callaghan 
2017). In particular, some psychological works support the idea of an object‑spe‑
cific preview benefit, i.e. a more efficient recognition of features when they reappear 
as properties of the same object, which occurs in the case of audio–visual binding 

4 It should be noted that perceptual fusion is a different effect to audio–visual cross‑modal bias, i.e. a 
phenomenon where the location of an auditory stimulus is biased towards the location of synchronous 
visual stimulus (see Alais and Burr 2004; Bertelson and Aschersleben 1998 for description of results and 
methodological considerations about the genuine perceptual character of this effect).
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(Jordan et al. 2010). Such results suggest that bound visual and auditory elements 
are represented as composing a single item, probably by virtue of maintaining a 
multimodal object‑file storing both visual and auditory data (Zmigrod et al. 2009). 
Nevertheless, despite these similarities there are also studies that demonstrate differ‑
ences between cases in which binding occurs in unimodal and multimodal contexts. 
For example, there are data suggesting that multimodal cues have a greater ability to 
attract spatial attention than unimodal ones (Santangelo et al. 2008). Furthermore, 
stimulus (e.g., a blue figure) is recognised faster when multiple cues are presented 
through multiple modalities (e.g., blue hue and a spoken word ‘blue’) than when 
several cues are presented through the same modality (e.g., blue hue and a written 
word ‘blue’, Laurienti et al. 2004).

In fact, some authors remain sceptical regarding whether experiences in which 
one seems to perceive visual and auditory elements as characterising a single object 
or event are genuine examples of audio–visual, intermodal binding. In particular, the 
relation between the behavioural results regarding intermodal processing of stim‑
uli, like those concerning object‑files and object‑specific preview benefit, and the 
structure of phenomenal character of audio–visual states, is not obvious (Briscoe 
2017; Deroy et al. 2014; Spence and Bayne 2014). For instance, some experiments 
show that phenomenal character may not match the information stored in object‑
files (e.g., Mitroff et al. 2005). If behavioural results are not conclusive in considera‑
tions regarding phenomenal character, then one may postulate that we should rather 
rely on analysing phenomenal contrast cases concerning audio–visual experiences 
(O’Callaghan 2014a, b). However, it seems that by comparing the phenomenology 
of states that involve binding (e.g., an experience presenting that a person in a movie 
is talking) and in which binding is not achieved (e.g., an experience in which the 
sound is not well‑synchronized with what happens on the screen), we cannot refute 
the hypothesis, given the important role of spatiotemporal factors in experiencing 
binding, that an experience of an audio–visual binding is in fact nothing more than 
an experience presenting a spatiotemporal co‑location, or at least spatiotemporal 
coordination, of auditory and visual elements (Briscoe 2017).

Nevertheless, even if the above arguments are accurate, and experiences involv‑
ing audio–visual binding, i.e. which seem to present that visual and auditory ele‑
ments belong to the same object or event, can be adequately characterised in terms 
of a spatiotemporal co‑localisation or coordination, the occurrence of such co‑local‑
isation is still sufficient to refute the hypothesis that all audio–visual experiences 
are conjunctively multimodal.5 This has been shown by Austen Clark in the case of 
visual experiences, but the same reasoning is also applicable to audio–visual, mul‑
timodal ones (see Clark 2000, 2004). The crucial observation is that experiencing 
elements as co‑located involves experiencing them as sharing the same location, i.e. 
the location of the first element has to be identical to the location of the second one 
(in the case of coordination these locations should be at least proximal or overlap‑
ping). However, an analysis in terms of a conjunctive co‑occurrence cannot express 

5 In section five, relying on ideas developed by Nudds (2009, 2010, 2014), I argue that in fact the analy‑
sis in terms of co‑location is not the most plausible one.
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the required relation between locations. Conjunctive analysis tells us that there are 
some visual elements, some auditory elements, and some spatiotemporal locations, 
but does not provide any information about which locations are related to which ele‑
ments and thus which elements have identical or proximal locations. Hence, even if 
audio–visual binding is mere spatiotemporal co‑location or coordination, some addi‑
tional mode of combination has to be provided in addition to the simple conjunction.

While some experiences caused by real‑life ventriloquist performances may be 
good intuitive examples of audio–visual binding, in experimental psychological 
works the term ‘ventriloquist effect’ is mainly used to refer to a different phenom‑
enon that does not usually involve experiencing visual and auditory elements as 
belonging to a single entity. What such studies show is not an experience of com‑
mon origin of visual and auditory elements, but rather a cross‑modal bias concern‑
ing spatial or temporal localization of visual or auditory stimuli (see Bertelson 1999 
for a review). More specifically, two forms of ventriloquism, spatial and temporal, 
are distinguished (Bertelson and de Gelder 2004; Colin et al. 2001; de Gelder and 
Bertelson 2003). When an auditory element is presented in synchrony with a visual 
element, there is a tendency to experience the auditory element as positioned closer 
to the visual element than in cases in which these elements are not presented at the 
same time. This effect is called ‘spatial ventriloquism’, as it concerns the modifi‑
cation of an auditory element’s spatial location (e.g., Bruns and Getzmann 2008). 
Analogously, temporal ventriloquism is a phenomenon in which the experienced 
temporal distance is modified (e.g., Bertelson and Aschersleben 2003). When suc‑
cessive visual and auditory elements are presented in spatial proximity, there is a 
tendency to experience the visual element as temporally closer to the auditory one, 
in comparison with cases where the spatial distance between successive elements is 
larger. In fact, the strongest effect is obtained when visual and auditory stimuli are 
presented at the same position what often leads to an impression of their simultane‑
ity (see Zampini et al. 2005).

The existence of such phenomena suggests that not only are there audio–visual 
experiences involving intermodal binding, there is also a broad class of audio–visual 
experiences presenting intermodal relations. This is because phenomena of spatial 
and temporal ventriloquism involve experiencing visual and auditory elements as 
being positioned at some spatial and/or temporal distance. In particular, in some 
studies participants are explicitly asked to form a judgement relying on perceived 
spatiotemporal relations between visual and auditory stimuli. For instance, partici‑
pants are asked whether visual or auditory stimuli were presented first (Bertelson 
and Aschersleben 2003) or for the spatial position of a sound in relation to a visible 
element (Bertelson and Aschersleben 1998). In addition, the concerned phenomena 
demonstrate that experienced spatial relations may modify experienced temporal 
relations and vice versa. The presence of such intermodal relations provides another 
reason for believing that not all audio–visual experiences are conjunctively multi‑
modal. As shown in the first section, the complexity introduced by intermodal rela‑
tions cannot be grasped by characterising the structure of experiences simply as a 
co‑occurrence of auditory and visual elements.

Beyond spatial and temporal ventriloquism, there are also other audio–visual 
phenomena that suggest the presence of intermodal relations. For instance, it has 
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been observed that the direction of apparent visual motion is able to influence the 
direction of the apparent auditory motion (an effect known as ‘cross‑modal dynamic 
capture’, Sanabria et al. 2005). When visual apparent motion occurs in temporal syn‑
chrony with auditory apparent motion (in fact, the best effects are achieved if visual 
stimuli start to be present slightly earlier than auditory stimuli, Sanabria et al. 2004), 
it is likely that the direction of auditory motion will be experienced as the same as 
the direction of the visual motion even if the actual direction of the auditory motion 
is different. It seems that in such cases one experiences visual and auditory elements 
as standing in spatiotemporal relations determining that these elements move in the 
same direction.6 In addition, there is evidence for the presence of audio–visual prim‑
ing and synchronous facilitation (see Clark 2011; Vroomen and de Gelder 2000). 
Audio–visual priming occurs when an element from one modality is processed more 
efficiently if earlier an element from the second modality was presented in a similar 
location. Synchronous facilitation concern cases when processing of element from 
one modality is enhanced by synchronous presentation of an element from the other 
modality. Such results suggest that human perception is able to represent subsequent 
auditory and visual elements as positioned in spatial and temporal proximity.7 Fur‑
thermore, it is well‑established that the experienced number of visual elements may 
be influenced by the experienced number of auditory elements. In particular, in the 
so‑called ‘sound‑induced flash illusion’, the presentation of a single visual flash 
together with two sounds often leads to an experience as of two flashes correspond‑
ing to each of the sounds (e.g., Andersen et al. 2004). It seems that in case of such 
an illusion, experiencing the correspondence between the visual and auditory ele‑
ments involves experiencing relations of temporal proximity.8

One may oppose by proposing that the phenomenal character associated with the 
above experiences can be analysed without referring to intermodal relations, as it is 
enough to specify the locations and spatiotemporal properties of objects and events 
that are visually or auditorily experienced (see O’Callaghan 2015a for a discussion). 
For instance, it may be claimed that an experience related to spatial ventriloquism 
in which auditory and visual elements are presented as being close to each other can 
be properly analysed in terms of the auditorily experienced location LA, in which 
the auditory element is positioned, and a distinct, visually experienced location LV, 
which is filled in by the visual element. However, such an analysis lacks crucial 
information regarding the precise spatial relationship between locations LA and LV. 
From the fact that an auditory element occupies a different location to a visual ele‑
ment one can only infer that these elements are not co‑located. Nevertheless, the 
distinctiveness of location is not sufficient to determine whether these locations are 

6 It should be noted that the claim that visual and auditory elements are experienced as moving in the 
same direction does not entail a more controversial claim that in such a case one experiences an inter‑
modal, audio–visual motion that cannot be reduced to the motions of the involved visual and auditory 
elements (see Spence 2015; Spence and Bayne 2014).
7 See Spence (2013) for a review concerning whether various experimental designs provide results sug‑
gesting an important influence of spatial relations on multimodal processing.
8 For further examples concerning audio–visual rhythm perception and intermodal experiences of cau‑
sality see O’Callaghan (2015a).
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close or far from each other. In consequence, distinguishing between phenomenally 
different experiences presenting auditory and visual elements as being spatially 
close or far requires referring to intermodal relations in analysing their phenomenal 
character. Alternatively, one may postulate not intermodal relations but intermodal 
relational properties. However, the content of such properties already specifies that 
elements not only jointly co‑occur but co‑occur in a specific arrangement.

The above considerations show that among audio–visual experiences there are 
some that present intermodal binding or intermodal relations. The occurrence of 
these phenomena entails that not all audio–visual experiences can be analysed by 
referring solely to the conjunctive mode of combination. Relying on this result, we 
can now consider the additional modes of combination that have to be postulated in 
order to properly describe the structure of audio–visual phenomenology.

3  Perceptual modes of combination

In this section, I describe four perceptual modes of combination that may be used in 
characterising the structure of audio–visual experiences involving intermodal bind‑
ing and intermodal relations. The first is instantiation occurring between individuals 
and properties. The second is a parthood relation combining elements into mereo‑
logical wholes. Third is the grouping relation that unifies experienced elements 
into perceptual groups. Finally, the fourth mode is the relation of perceptual infu‑
sion used by O’Dea (2008) to characterise symmetric relations between experienced 
properties.

Instantiation is a mode of combination by virtue of which individuals, in particu‑
lar objects and places, posses properties (see Orilla and Swoyer 2016). This mode 
of combination is common for both unimodal visual and auditory experiences, as 
both these modalities usually present the environment as containing property‑bear‑
ing individuals. For instance, visual experiences present figures as having a certain 
colour and shape, while auditory experiences present sounds as having a certain 
loudness and pitch (Cohen 2010; Matthen 2004; O’Callaghan 2008). Instantiation 
is an asymmetric relation: it is a sound that is experienced as possessing a pitch and 
not the other way around. Furthermore, instantiation involves a mutual dependence,9 
as neither vision nor audition presents uninstantiated, free‑floating properties (like 
colours that do not characterise any objects or places) or propertyless individuals 
(like sounds without any pitch or loudness).10 In addition, it is usually the case that 
many properties of a single individual are co‑located at the same place and time. For 

9 More precisely, it is general, and not specific, dependence. This is because properties have to be instan‑
tiated by something, but the same property, like colour or shape, can be instantiated by more than one 
individual.
10 There are psychological theories suggesting that at early stages of perceptual processing features are 
represented as unrelated to objects (see Treisman and Gelade 1980: p. 98), or that objects are repre‑
sented as featureless (see Pylyshyn 2007: p. 52). However, this happens at a subpersonal level and is not 
reflected in the structure of conscious experiences.
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instance, the colour, shape, and size of a red square figure seem to be simultaneously 
positioned at exactly same location.11

An individual, such as object or an event, together with its properties, constitutes 
a perceptual unit on which various perceptual processes may operate. In particular, 
an individual together with instantiated properties can be easily chosen by atten‑
tional mechanisms and attention tends to automatically spread to fill in the borders 
of such a perceptual unit (Richard et al. 2008; Scholl 2001). Furthermore, individu‑
als instantiating features can be tracked and re‑identified despite movement and 
qualitative changes (von Marle and Scholl 2003; Pylyshyn 2007; Scholl 2007).

However, human perceptual experiences present not only individuals instantiat‑
ing properties but also mereological wholes that are constituted by simpler percep‑
tual units (e.g., Hoffman and Richards 1984; Palmer and Rock 1994; Xu and Singh 
2002). Such experiences involve a second perceptual mode of combination that 
organises elements using parthood relations. In the case of visual experiences, part‑
hood mainly organises spatial mereological wholes. For instance, we may experi‑
ence a rectangular figure as being composed of two square‑parts connected by edges. 
Furthermore, philosophers of perception often claim that in auditory experiences we 
are presented with sounds that have temporal and not spatial parts (Matthen 2010; 
O’Callaghan 2008). For example, a complex sound such as a melody is experienced 
as composed of temporal parts that are simpler sounds differing in features such as 
pitch or timbre. Elements combined by parthood relations also, as in instantiation, 
create perceptual units on which attentional processes may operate. However, such 
operations are likely to be more demanding, as wholes united by parthood have sig‑
nificant structural complexity (e.g., Balaban and Luria 2016; Xu 2006).

Similarly to instantiation, parthood is also an asymmetric relation. When one vis‑
ually experiences a square as a part of a rectangle, it is not the case that the rectangle 
is also experienced as a part of a given square. However, parthood does not involve 
mutual dependence. One cannot visually experience a rectangle as composed of 
squares without experiencing the presence of these squares, but the squares can be 
presented in an experience even if they are not experienced as constituting a rectan‑
gle (for instance, they may be spatially disjoint).

As stated earlier, properties instantiated by an individual are often co‑located by 
occupying the same place at the same time. This is not typically the case with parts 
of perceptual mereological wholes that occupy different, but usually proximal, spa‑
tial or temporal regions and are separated from neighbouring parts by qualitative 
edges (Palmer and Rock 1994; Singh and Hoffman 2001). Within visual experiences 
parts are typically distinguished by relying on discontinuities in surface features like 
colour or by recognizing points of convexity created by the spatial layout of edges 
(like in the case of an hour‑glass figure, Hoffman and Richards 1984; Tse 1999). 
In the case of the mereology of auditory experiences, the most important source 

11 The considerations about dependency of instantiation entail only that sounds are always experienced 
as having some properties. In consequence, they are consistent with results suggesting that sounds may 
be perceived as unlocalised (see Spence and Driver 2000).
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of qualitative discontinuities are differences in pitch between subsequent temporal 
fragments of complex sounds (Bregman 1994; O’Callaghan 2008).

The third mode of perceptual combination is perceptual grouping. This is most 
salient in the case of visual experiences where several disjoint elements are likely to 
be perceived as a single group if they obey some Gestalt laws concerning proximity 
and similarity (Elder and Goldberg 2002; Kubovy et al. 1998).12 As in the case of 
parthood and instantiation, the relation of being a member of a group is asymmetric: 
perceptual groups are not experienced as being elements of their members. In addi‑
tion, the relation of being an element of a group does not involve a mutual depend‑
ence. This is because the same elements may be experienced both as grouped and 
as ungrouped depending, for instance, on their spatial layout (Kubovy and Wage‑
mans 1995). However, in contrast to the case of mereological wholes, perceptual 
groups are not usually composed of spatially or temporally connected elements dis‑
tinguished by qualitative edges, but by disjoint elements that stand in relations of 
spatiotemporal proximity. Furthermore, parts composing a mereological whole do 
not need to obey any of the usual Gestalt principles. For instance, an object can be 
visually experienced as having parts that are not similar to each other and do not cre‑
ate a symmetric shape. The situation is different in the case of perceptual grouping. 
To be perceptually grouped, elements usually have to be represented as similar in 
virtue of sharing some properties, as having a symmetrical spatial layout, or as mov‑
ing in the same direction with the same velocity (e.g., Ben‑Av and Sagi 1995; Hon 
et al. 1999; Treisman 1982).

Finally, the fourth mode of perceptual combination has been proposed by O’Dea 
(2008). O’Dea observes that when in unimodal experiences two properties are 
instantiated by the same individual, they are often also related to each other. For 
instance, if a figure is square and red, then these properties mutually characterise 
each other such that squareness is red and redness is square‑shaped. This symmetric 
relation between co‑instantiated properties has been called “infusion”. In addition to 
symmetricity, it seems to involve mutual dependence, as properties cannot be expe‑
rienced without being characterised by certain other properties. For example, one 
cannot have a visual experience as of a colourful object without experiencing that its 
colour fills in some shape.

To sum up, it seems that there are at least four perceptual modes of combination 
that commonly organise unimodal experiences and are different from mere conjunc‑
tive co‑occurrence. The first is asymmetric instantiation, which creates perceptual 
units from individuals and properties. It involves a mutual dependence and allows 
for several properties to be spatiotemporally co‑located. The second mode of com‑
bination consists in creating mereological wholes through a parthood relation. Simi‑
larly to instantiation, it is asymmetric but does not involve mutual dependence. In 

12 It is more difficult to distinguish grouping from parthood in the case of unimodal auditory experi‑
ences. Usual psychological examples of auditory grouping concern cases in which successive, simpler 
sounds are combined into a single, more complex sound (e.g., Kubovy and Schutz 2010). However, such 
simpler sounds composing a more complex one are also interpreted as temporal parts of a sound (Mat‑
then 2010; O’Callaghan 2008).
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addition, parts of perceptual wholes rarely, if ever, occupy exactly the same spati‑
otemporal location. Usually they are positioned in proximal locations separated by 
qualitative edges. Perceptual grouping, the third mode of combination, is also asym‑
metric and like parthood does not involve mutual dependence. However, perceptual 
groups are usually composed not from connected, but from disjoint elements that 
obey some Gestalt principles. Finally, infusion is a symmetric relation involving 
mutual dependence, by virtue of which co‑instantiated properties characterise each 
other.

It should be noted that the perceptual modes of combination allow that elements 
may be combined in a stronger or a weaker way. For instance, the strength of per‑
ceptual grouping depends on the similarity of the experienced elements, and the 
part‑status of an object’s fragment can be more or less salient in virtue of a spe‑
cific arrangement of perceived edges. Even in cases of instantiation, one can experi‑
ence an object as having a property in a weaker or stronger fashion. For example, 
phenomena of visual modal and amodal completion provide plausible examples of 
instantiation in a weaker form. This ability to accommodate combinations of differ‑
ent strengths is important when considering audio–visual experiences as it is likely 
that intermodal binding can be experienced as being stronger or weaker depending 
on the specific arrangement of visual and auditory elements.

In the following sections, I consider whether the above modes of perceptual com‑
bination can be used in analysing the structure of audio–visual experiences involv‑
ing intermodal relations and intermodal binding.

4  Audio–visual relations and perceptual grouping

Let’s start by considering the structure of audio–visual experiences involving inter‑
modal relations. As argued in Sect. 2, these are experiences involving such phenom‑
ena as spatial and temporal ventriloquism, the sound‑induced flash illusion, and 
interactions between auditory and visual apparent motions known as cross‑modal 
dynamic capture. Experiences presenting intermodal relations are not conjunctively 
multimodal, and so we may ask what additional mode of combination has to be 
postulated. Of course, it may be claimed that being connected by a spatiotemporal, 
intermodal relation is in itself a mode of combination different from conjunctive co‑
occurrence. While this is true, below I argue for the stronger thesis that at least some 
of the considered phenomena involving intermodal relations are also examples of 
audio–visual, perceptual grouping. I do not claim that this is necessarily the case 
about all audio–visual experiences involving intermodal relations, but it is likely to 
be true about phenomena such as spatial and temporal ventriloquism or cross‑modal 
dynamic capture. It should be noted that the term “grouping” (or “pairing”) has been 
already applied in psychological works to describe these phenomena (e.g., Bertel‑
son 1999; Radeau and Bertelson 1977; Sanabria et al. 2004, see also Spence et al. 
2007 for a chronological review of various experimental results interpreted in terms 
of intermodal grouping). However, it has not been explicitly discussed whether an 
interpretation in terms of grouping has a stronger justification than an interpreta‑
tion referring to some other perceptual mode of combination. Below, relying on the 
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intuitions presented in such psychological works, I present arguments for the thesis 
that analysis in terms of grouping is more plausible than the alternatives.

The main reason to believe that the considered phenomena are examples of 
audio–visual grouping is that the involved elements are related in a way that satisfies 
the general characteristics associated with perceptual grouping. As stated in the pre‑
vious section, perceptual grouping has several characteristics that jointly distinguish 
it from other perceptual modes of combinations: (a) grouping usually combines dis‑
joint but proximal elements; (b) it does not involve mutual dependence; (c) the rela‑
tion between a group and its elements is asymmetric; and (d) strong grouping often 
demands the presence of Gestalt‑like relations between grouped elements.

The first characteristic, concerning the proximity of disjoint elements, is satisfied 
by the phenomena of ventriloquism and audio–visual cross‑modal dynamic capture. 
In spatial ventriloquism, we experience visual and auditory elements that are spa‑
tially disjoint but positioned not far away from each other. Similarly, in temporal 
ventriloquism, elements are typically not experienced as synchronous but as appear‑
ing in succession. Similarly, when visual and auditory apparent motions interact, 
what is experienced is a series of successively occurring auditory and visual ele‑
ments, such that subsequent elements are experienced as positioned in proximal, but 
distinct, locations than the earlier ones.

Furthermore, the mode of combination that occurs in the considered audio–visual 
phenomena does not involve mutual dependence. For example, the same auditory 
and visual elements which, when presented in temporal synchrony give rise to spa‑
tial ventriloquism, can also figure in an experience separately, without constituting 
the considered phenomenon. Analogously, visual and auditory elements involved in 
cross‑modal dynamic capture can be experienced independently of each other, in 
unimodal experiences. It is also very plausible that the relation between the consid‑
ered audio–visual phenomena and their visual and auditory elements is asymmetric. 
Quite obviously, if a visual element A and an auditory element B are elements of a 
complex audio–visual phenomenon C, it is not the case that C itself is also an ele‑
ment of A or B.

Finally, to obtain a strong perceptual grouping, elements should not only be spa‑
tiotemporally proximal but should also obey some Gestalt‑like laws regarding simi‑
larity, or regularities like symmetry or common motion. There is evidence that this 
condition is also satisfied in the case of some phenomena involving audio–visual 
intermodal relations. For instance, the strength of influences between auditorily 
and visually apparent motions depends on whether the number of auditory ele‑
ments equals the number of visual elements, which constitutes a form of symme‑
try between two element types (e.g., Sanabria et al. 2004; Spence and Chen 2012). 
In addition, the congruency between visual and auditory elements also influences 
audio–visual phenomena involving intermodal relations. In particular, the temporal 
ventriloquist effect is stronger when the concerned elements are congruent, like a 
female voice paired with an image of a speaking female face, such that participants 
are often uncertain as to whether the visual stimuli precedes the auditory one or vice 
versa (see Vatakis and Spence 2007).

In addition to the fact that the considered audio–visual phenomena satisfy the gen‑
eral characteristics of perceptual grouping, there are two more specific similarities 
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between them and unimodal cases of grouping. First, the spatial ventriloquist effect 
observed when auditory and visual elements are experienced in synchrony is not 
specific to audio–visual phenomena but constitutes a more general feature of percep‑
tual grouping. In particular, it has been shown that as a result of visual perceptual 
grouping the involved elements are experienced as being spatially closer (Coren and 
Girgus 1980). Second, alternative unimodal perceptual groupings can compete with 
each other (e.g., Ben‑Av and Sagi 1995). For instance, let’s consider a situation in 
which three types of elements are visually experienced: red circles, red squares, and 
black circles. In this case, at least two types of grouping can occur: by red colour 
and by circular shape. However, they are likely to compete with each other such that 
only one of them can be experienced at a given time. A similar form of competition 
is present in the case of the considered audio–visual phenomena. For instance, it has 
been observed that the temporal ventriloquist effect is weaker if the auditory ele‑
ment is grouped with some additional sounds (Bruns and Getzmann 2008).

The above considerations show that phenomena such as spatial/temporal ventril‑
oquism and cross‑modal dynamic capture can be plausibly interpreted as cases of 
intermodal, perceptual grouping. In consequence, not only are there audio–visual 
experiences that are not conjunctively multimodal, the structure of some of such 
experiences is actually organised according to grouping principles. In the following 
sections, I extend this picture by analysing the case of intermodal binding.

5  Instantiation and audio–visual binding

Audio–visual intermodal binding occurs when one has an experience as of visual 
and auditory elements in some sense belonging to the same entity. For instance, 
when one experiences a ball hitting the ground, such an event is perceived as 
involving both auditory and visual elements. While it is very plausible that bind‑
ing involves some intermodal relations, audio–visual binding, in contrast to the phe‑
nomena analysed in the previous section, cannot be easily interpreted as organised 
according to principles of perceptual grouping. First, a characteristic feature of per‑
ceptual grouping is that is occurs between disjoint elements. However, in the case 
of an intermodal binding, visual and auditory elements are typically experienced 
as spatiotemporally overlapping (Briscoe 2017; O’Callaghan 2015b; Spence and 
Bayne 2014). Second, phenomenal reports obtained during psychological experi‑
ments differentiate intermodal binding from audio–visual grouping phenomena. In 
cases of binding, we do not experience the presence of some related but separate 
auditory and visual elements, but their “audio–visual fusion” or a “common origin” 
(e.g., Bertelson 1999; Radeau and Bertelson 1977). These reports are supported by 
neuroscientific investigations showing that the neural correlates of perceptual fusion 
are significantly different from those responsible for the assessment of spatiotempo‑
ral relations crucial for grouping phenomena (Miller and D’Esposito 2005). Third, 
the empirical data showing the presence of object‑specific preview benefits in the 
case of intermodal binding suggest that binding phenomena involve a greater level 
of perceptual unity than is associated with perceptual grouping (Jordan et al. 2010; 
Zmigrod et al. 2009).
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Another idea is to characterise audio–visual binding in terms of instantiation (see 
O’Callaghan 2014b, 2015a, b; Macpherson 2011). A straightforward specification of 
this idea would be to claim that in the case of intermodal binding, auditory elements 
such as sounds or visual elements such as objects are properties instantiated by some 
subject‑element. For instance, it has been proposed that in an audio–visual expe‑
rience a high‑pitched note can be experienced as instantiated by a silver cylinder 
(O’Callaghan 2008). In this case a sound is characterised as the property of a cylin‑
der. In a different example, visually experienced moving lips and a speech sound are 
characterised as instantiated by a common speech event (O’Callaghan 2015a). In the 
structure of such an experience both the visually presented object and the auditorily 
presented sound are experienced as co‑instantiated properties of the same event.

Nevertheless, the above proposition has a significant disadvantage. The crucial 
characteristic of instantiation is that it involves mutual dependence. Properties can‑
not be experienced as uninstantiated and individuals cannot be experienced as prop‑
ertyless. However, such dependence is not present in cases of audio–visual binding 
because the visual and auditory elements may be present without being involved 
in a binding. For instance, while one can have an audio–visual experience of a ball 
hitting a surface and making a noise, the two involved elements can also be experi‑
enced separately. There is a possible experience as of a hitting noise accompanied 
by a static visual scene as well as an experience as of a ball hitting a surface without 
any sound corresponding to the impact.

Similarly, the lack of dependence makes it less plausible that audio–visual bind‑
ing can be interpreted in terms of perceptual infusion.13 As stated above, a ball hit‑
ting a surface can be visually experienced without an accompanying sound, and vice 
versa. Furthermore, as suggested by O’Dea (2008), it is less plausible that bound 
multimodal elements determine each other in a way that is characteristic for uni‑
modal features. For instance, when a colour stands in a relation of perceptual infu‑
sion to different shapes, each of these shapes determines the spatial properties of a 
colour. However, it is less obvious whether the properties of an impact sound signifi‑
cantly modify how a ball hitting a surface is visually experienced.

O’Callaghan recognises that it is problematic to treat auditory elements involved 
in intermodal binding, like sounds, as properties possessed by some individuals. 
Quite oppositely, auditory elements themselves seem to be subjects which possess 
properties (like pitch or timbre). Thus, in some works he characterises audio–vis‑
ual binding not in terms of subjects instantiating properties, but in terms of parts 
and wholes (see O’Callaghan (2014a, 2016) for such mereological interpretation). 
According to this approach, what is experienced in case of binding is an event with 
a visual proper part and an auditory proper part. For example, when an experience 
presents a ball hitting a surface, the visually experienced impact is a visual proper 
part of a hitting event and the produced sound is an auditory proper part of the 
same event. Adopting this position allows for avoiding the problem connected with 
mutual dependence that makes the analysis in terms of instantiation implausible. 

13 “Perceptual infusion” is a technical term introduced by O’Dea to name a symmetric relation between 
co‑instantiated properties, see Sect. 3.
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It is a characteristic feature of both visual and auditory parts that they can also be 
experienced as separate entities that do not constitute a larger mereological whole.

However, treating bound visual and auditory elements as proper parts of a com‑
plex event has another disadvantage. Let’s reconsider an experience in which a ball 
hits a surface and makes a noise. The visually experienced impact and auditorily 
experienced noise seem to be spatiotemporally co‑located. They are experienced as 
happening at the same time and the noise seems to be spatially positioned at the 
place of the impact. However, this is inconsistent with the way in which perceptual 
parthood typically creates wholes from simpler elements. Proper parts of perceptu‑
ally experienced wholes are not co‑located but are separated by qualitative borders. 
In the case of visual modality, one experiences spatial parts that are separated by 
edges designating points of convexity (like in the case of an hour‑glass shape) or 
changes in qualities concerning, inter alia, colour or texture (Hoffman and Rich‑
ards 1984; Paler and Rock 1994; Xu and Singh 2002). Similarly, complex sounds 
are experienced as having temporal parts that are positioned at successive moments 
and separated by differences in pitch and other auditory features (Matthen 2010; 
O’Callaghan 2008).

Nevertheless, I believe that the structure of audio–visual binding can be properly 
analysed by using the notions of instantiation and parthood in a more nuanced way. 
In developing my solution, I rely on an intuition expressed in works on auditory per‑
ception, namely that audition presents not only sounds and their properties but also 
properties of sound‑producing events and objects (in particular, see Nudds 2009, 
2010, 2014). For instance, when an auditory experience presents a rolling sound, 
then by virtue of experiencing properties of this sound we also experience some 
properties of a rolling object, like those concerning its velocity and size (Nudds 
2014). Let’s once again consider our example with an auditory element, namely the 
impact sound made by a ball hitting a surface. When having an experience involving 
such a sound, we experience the sound as having some properties, for instance a cer‑
tain loudness. However, relying on sound’s properties, like loudness and spatial fea‑
tures, we also experience the impact‑event as having certain properties, for example 
we experience it as happening with certain force and involving entities with certain 
sizes. Such relationships between experiencing sounds and experiencing properties 
of events and objects are common for environmental sounds, and a lack of them is 
postulated as a characteristic that distinguishes musical pieces as a special category 
of sounds that can be experienced without experiencing the properties of sound‑pro‑
ducing objects and events (e.g., Scruton 2009).

According to the above perspective, it is not the sound itself that is instantiated 
by an object or an event. Furthermore, the properties instantiated by an object or an 
event do not have to be the same as the usual properties of sounds such as pitch or 
loudness. For instance, an auditorily experienced property of a rolling object may be 
its size or rotation frequency, but not pitch or the rolling sound itself. Nevertheless, 
the auditorily experienced properties of an object or an event are not independent 
of the properties of an experienced sound. Rather, they are determined by relying 
on the auditorily presented properties of a sound. For example, the frequency and 
periodicity experienced as properties of a sound allow us to determine the speed of a 
rolling object (see Nudds 2014).
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The above approach regarding sound‑perception can be easily extended to 
cases of intermodal, audio–visual binding. When such binding occurs, like when 
a ball hitting a surface is both seen and heard, there are properties experienced as 
possessed by the hitting event which are determined relying on the properties of 
involved auditory and visual elements. The impact sound is experienced as having 
some properties such as pitch and loudness, and by virtue of them the hitting event 
is experienced as having certain properties, for instance those related to the force of 
the impact. Analogously, visually presented elements, such as a moving ball and a 
surface, are experienced as having certain properties such as size and velocity. Rely‑
ing on these properties, the impact‑event itself seems to be experienced as having 
properties characterising its spatiotemporal position or its force determined, inter 
alia, by the ball’s velocity.

I believe that there are good reasons to postulate that in many cases the attribu‑
tion of properties to a common event or object, relying on characteristics of visual 
and auditory elements, happens by virtue of perceptual mechanisms and not only 
through some higher‑order reasoning about the connection between properties. In 
some cases a connection may indeed be merely conventional and rely on postper‑
ceptual reasoning, like in the case of a fire alarm sound that serves as a cue for 
forming the belief that there is a fire. However, in many situations, with a rolling 
object serving as a useful example (again, see Nudds 2014), the properties of audi‑
tory and visual elements are determined by the properties of a common event or 
object. For instance, the frequency at which an object rolls determines the tem‑
poral regularities in the experienced sound and in the visually perceived motion. 
Such systematic connections make it more likely that attribution of properties to a 
common event or object may happen in virtue of mechanisms that do not rely on 
higher‑order reasoning. First, in some cases the perceptually represented properties 
of auditory and visual elements can be directly attributed to the underlying object 
or event. For instance, the periodicity of sound and the periodicity of visual motion 
may be treated as being the same as the periodicity of a movement involved within 
a common event. Second, there may be statistical correlations between the proper‑
ties of auditory and visual elements and the properties of common objects or events. 
For example, in the literature concerning cross‑modal correspondences, it is often 
postulated that the intensity of auditory and visual stimuli is associated with size, 
or that changes in pitch are associated with an upwards or downwards movement 
(see Spence 2011). While the mechanisms responsible for cross‑modal correspond‑
ences are not completely clear, it is likely that there are perceptual mechanisms that 
can predict the occurrence of a property by relying on the detection of a different 
property given the data about statistical regularities (see Spence and Deroy 2013 
for a review of possible pre‑attentive and attentional mechanisms and Spence 2011 
for overview of theories that explain such abilities in terms of Bayesian reason‑
ing and early developmental neuroplasticity). Finally, the relevant attributions may 
happen in virtue of mechanisms of perceptual learning and categorization. Rely‑
ing on frequently observed relations between visual and auditory properties, the 
perceptual system may develop categories of events that are likely to be a source 
of certain combinations of visual and auditory elements (see Lyons 2005; Skrzy‑
pulec 2018). While of course it is difficult to strictly delineate high‑level perception 
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from postperceptual reasoning, may authors believe that the representation of some 
category‑related properties lies within the realm of perception (e.g., Di Bona 2013; 
Siegel 2006).

According to the above view, audio–visual binding consists in experiencing a 
numerically same entity (event or an object) that instantiates some properties deter‑
mined by relying on the visual and auditory elements of an experience. In other 
words, the structure of audio–visual binding is as follows: (a) there are auditory ele‑
ments instantiating auditory properties; (b) there are visual elements instantiating 
visual properties; and (c) there is a common entity instantiating properties that are 
determined by properties of visual and auditory elements.

The fact that the qualitative character of auditory and visual elements involved 
in intermodal binding allows us to experience the properties of objects and events 
provides a reason to believe that audio–visual binding cannot be reduced to a spa‑
tiotemporal co‑localization of visual and auditory elements. This is because in the 
case of intermodal binding, we do not merely experience auditory and visual ele‑
ments as positioned in the same place, but also an additional entity with properties 
determined by relying on the qualitative characters of visual and auditory elements.

The above analysis has several advantages. First, it does not postulate that audi‑
tory and visual elements are experienced as properties instantiated by a common 
entity. In consequence, it preserves an intuition that sounds and objects are audito‑
rily and visually presented as subjects of properties and not as properties of some‑
thing else. According to the proposed view, what is experienced as instantiated by 
a common entity are properties determined by relying on qualitative characters of 
auditory and visual elements. Second, the proposed analysis allows that not all expe‑
rienced properties of auditory and visual elements are also experienced as proper‑
ties of a common entity. For instance, in case of a ball hitting a surface, the ball is 
a visual element with a certain colour, but this colour is not presented as a property 
of the impact event. Analogously, the impact sound is presented as having a cer‑
tain pitch but the impact event is not. Third, while visual and auditory elements are 
not treated as instantiated properties, the analysis preserves the mutual dependence 
between a common entity and its properties. For example, an impact event cannot be 
experienced as not having any properties and event‑related properties, like the force 
of an impact, are not experienced as uninstantiated by any event. Fourth, because 
auditory and visual elements involved in binding are not interpreted as proper parts 
of a common entity, the fact that they are often experienced as spatiotemporally co‑
located is not problematic.

Furthermore, the proposed approach allows us to express a difference between 
weaker and stronger cases of audio–visual binding. Let’s consider two experiences: 
one in which a speech sound is produced by a person with appropriate lip move‑
ments, and a second where the same speech sound comes from a loudspeaker. It 
is likely that the experience of binding would be stronger in the first case, as the 
visual element is more congruent with the auditory one (see Chen and Spence 
2017; Deroy et  al. 2016; Jordan et  al. 2010; Kubovy and Schutz 2010; Laurienti 
et  al. 2004; O’Callaghan 2015a; Palmer and Ramsey 2012; Vatakis and Spence 
2007). When such congruency is present, both visual elements like lip movements, 
and auditory elements like speech sounds, allow for determining various properties 
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of the experienced event of speech‑production. For instance, both visual and audi‑
tory elements provide data concerning how parts of the event are temporally organ‑
ised. However, when speech sounds come from a loudspeaker, then nearly all data 
concerning the speech‑production event are determined by the auditory element, 
as the visual properties of a loudspeaker merely allow us to determine the event’s 
spatial location. In consequence, the multimodal character of lips‑speech binding is 
stronger than loudspeaker‑speech binding, as only in the first case do both visual 
and auditory elements significantly contribute to determining the properties of the 
speech‑production event.

6  Parthood and audio–visual binding

While the above analysis was conducted in terms of instantiation, there are reasons 
to believe that a full account of audio–visual binding also has to include a refer‑
ence to parthood relations. However, similarly to the case of instantiation, a proper 
analysis should not simply postulate that the visual and auditory elements are expe‑
rienced as proper parts of multimodal entity. Let’s consider a fast moving object that 
produces a significant disturbance in the air as its moves and then hits a surface. In 
such a case one can have an experience as of a complex event involving something 
travelling with high velocity and producing a whizzing sound and then hitting a sur‑
face and producing an impact sound. According to philosophical investigations con‑
cerning auditory perception, auditory experiences present complex sounds as having 
temporal proper parts (e.g., Matthen 2010). In analogy to visually experienced spa‑
tial proper parts, which are fragments of objects distinguished by virtue of represent‑
ing edges and qualitative discontinuities (Hoffman and Richards 1984; Palmer and 
Rock 1994; Xu and Singh 2002), such temporal proper parts are temporal fragments 
of sounds which are distinguished by virtue of represented discontinuities in audi‑
tory properties (in particular pitch, see O’Callaghan, 2008). It should be noted that 
according to psychological models of part perception, not every experienced spatial 
or temporal fragment of an entity can be distinguished as its proper part because 
distinguishing parts has to rely on some represented discontinuities. For instance, 
the white interior of a sheet of paper has many spatial fragments, like a circular frag‑
ment around its centre, which lack properties that would allow them to be visually 
discriminated as perceptual proper parts.

Given this account of perceptual parts, the experienced moving/hitting event can 
be analysed as composed of two temporal proper parts: first when the objects moves 
and second when it hits the surface. Similarly, as in the case of unimodal auditory 
and visual parts, these proper parts are fragments distinguished by relying on rep‑
resented discontinuities in properties determined by the qualitative character of an 
auditory element, like changes in the sound’s characteristics, and by the qualita‑
tive character of a visual element, like changes in the way an object moves. This is 
because each of these two parts is associated with an auditory element (a whizzing 
sound or an impact sound) and a visual element (a moving object or an object hitting 
a surface). As a result, each of the event’s parts is experienced as possessing some 
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properties determined by the qualitative characters of respective visual and auditory 
elements.

The application of the mereological mode of combination is justified in the above 
case as the event’s experiential structure satisfies the most important characteris‑
tics of perceptual parthood. First, both proper temporal parts are spatiotemporally 
proximal but not spatiotemporally co‑located as they occur one after the other. Sec‑
ond, these parts are divided by a qualitative border marked by a significant change 
in properties, determined by the characters of some visual and auditory elements. 
When an object hits the surface, both the auditory and visual elements included 
within the experience change rapidly, and in consequence features instantiated by an 
event are immediately modified. Third, there is no dependence between the event’s 
parts. Movement with a whizzing sound can be experienced without experiencing a 
subsequent impact and vice versa.

The event considered above is experienced as composed of at least two multi‑
modal, audio–visual proper parts, as each of the parts have properties determined by 
both the visual and auditory elements of the experience. However, it is not the only 
mereological variant of audio–visually experienced events. Let’s imagine a slightly 
different case in which an object is at first visually experienced as moving but does 
not make any sound, and later hits a surface with an impact sound. This event is also 
experienced as composed of two temporal proper parts, but only the second one is 
experienced as a multimodal, audio–visual part. The first part is purely visual, as 
none of its properties are determined by any associated auditory element. Further‑
more, there seem to be experiences involving multimodal events with only unimodal 
parts. For instance, one may have an experience as of a moving object that does not 
produce any sound. However, just after the object leaves the visual field one hears an 
impact sound from the appropriate location. In such a case an event is experienced 
as having two unimodal temporal proper parts associated with distinct modalities: 
one purely visual part and one purely auditory. Due to this, in some sense it can also 
be characterised as a multimodal, audio–visual event while it is not experienced as 
having any multimodal, audio–visual part.

While the mereological analysis seems more natural in the case of audio–visually 
experienced events than audio–visually experienced objects, there is no a priori rea‑
son to refute the presence of objects experienced as having visual and auditory parts. 
For instance, there may be an object experienced as having two spatial parts such 
that each of them has properties associated with different visual and auditory ele‑
ments (e.g., parts look different and simultaneously make distinct sounds). Another 
variant may be an object that is only partly visible, such that the visible part is not 
associated with any sound, but the second, non‑visible part is experienced by virtue 
of a produced sound.

The above considerations suggest that the general feature of audio–visu‑
ally experienced events and objects is that they are experienced as having a part 
instantiating properties determined by the qualitative character of a visual ele‑
ment and as having a part instantiating properties determined by the qualita‑
tive character of an auditory element. This condition can be satisfied by several 
types of structures. First, there may be events or objects that are experienced as 
having only one part, i.e. a part identical to the event itself, but this sole part 
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is multimodal by instantiating properties determined both by visual and audi‑
tory elements. For instance, one may have an experience as of a spinning‑event 
involving a uniform, rotating sphere that also produces a constant noise. While 
such an experience involves an audio–visual binding, there seem to be no qualita‑
tive borders between the successive stages of an event, due to a lack of variation 
in the experienced visual and auditory properties, and so there is no foundation 
for perceptually dividing such an event into proper temporal parts. Second, there 
are experiences presenting entities as having proper parts such that at least some 
of these parts are multimodal. An example may be the event described earlier, 
in which an object is first visually experienced as moving and auditorily expe‑
rienced as making a whizzing sound, and is then visually experienced as hit‑
ting the surface and auditorily experienced as making an impact sound. Finally, 
one may have an experience as of an event or object that has unimodal proper 
parts, but nevertheless these parts are associated with different modalities. An 
event in which a moving object is experienced in a purely visual fashion and 
then an impact sound is heard may serve as an example. This last category does 
not involve an audio–visual binding in the usual sense, as there are no proper 
parts with both visually and auditorily determined properties. However, such 
audio–visual experiences can thus still be regarded as multimodal as they pre‑
sent entities with some properties determined by relying on visual elements of the 
experience and some determined by relying on the auditory elements.

7  Conclusions

In investigating the structure of audio–visual experiences, I have argued that 
not all such experiences are conjunctively multimodal. This is because there are 
audio–visual phenomena, involving the presence of intermodal relations and 
intermodal binding, such that they cannot be properly analysed as merely co‑
occurrences of auditory and visual elements. Relying on this result, one might 
ask what the additional mode of combination is that has to be postulated to 
account for the structure of audio–visual experiences. I claim that some phenom‑
ena involving intermodal relations, like spatial and temporal ventriloquism, can 
be expressed in terms of audio–visual, perceptual grouping. However, cases of 
intermodal binding need a different treatment. Experiences involving audio–vis‑
ual binding should be analysed as experiences presenting objects or events which 
instantiate, or which have a proper part instantiating, both visually and auditorily 
determined properties.
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